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Chapter 1

Introduction

You don’t need eyes to see, you need vision.

Faithless

I
MAGE analysis is a field of computer science that has seen an increasing importance in

modern days due to the commercialization of machine vision systems. The functionality

of a wide range of intelligent devices, from mobile phones and simple biometric scanners

to industrial automation and advanced medical imaging units, relies on the ability to make

decisions based on information retrieved from pictorial data. Image enhancement and sim-

plification, extraction of primitives and semantics for object recognition, shape modeling and

representation are only a few examples of its usage that justify its crucial role.

In the plethora of tools and methods available at the disposal of image analysis packages,

one can witness the almost unavoidable presence of mathematical morphology. Morphol-

ogy [67, 68], which dates back to the early days of binary images, has evolved to provide

robust and computationally efficient tools and operators that can handle gray-scale and color

images. It is a field of computer science, based on set theory and topology [44], that finds

usage in both image analysis and processing. Its solid mathematical background is easily

transferred to computer programs and moreover, the simplicity of operations makes morpho-

logical algorithms an attractive alternative due to their low computational cost and memory

requirements.

Most classical morphological operators decide on the intensity of a point based on infor-

mation retrieved from its local neighborhood. The neighborhood is specified by the size and

shape of a given structuring element (SE) and examples are dilations, erosions, structural

closings and openings. Operators using a fixed structuring element cause edge distortions.

This lead to an effort to develop various adaptive filters such as spatially invariant mor-

phological filters [4, 5], path-openings [1, 78], morphological amoebas [39, 40], filters using

reconstruction criteria [80] and connected filters [26, 27, 29, 62, 68]. In this thesis we will

be looking at the family of extensive and anti-extensive connected operators. As the name

implies, these operators rely on some notion of image connectivity [62,68] which in the case

of discrete image analysis, describes the way pixels are grouped together. Assuming a binary

image separated into foreground and background regions, we call a region connected if all

its member pixels are linked through a neighborhood path, commonly established via the 4
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and 8 pixel adjacency relations [17,37]. This graph-based definition of connectivity together

with other forms, are summarized in a lattice-oriented [6,9,69] framework termed connected

morphology, and has a direct association to specific operators. Among the advantages of this

framework is the ability to introduce various generalizations on the notion of connectivity

which lead to a number of interesting operators. In this thesis three such generalizations are

presented. Formalized by means of connectivity classes, we will be looking at the concepts

of mask-based second-generation connectivity [57], partition induced or π-connectivity [59]

and hyperconnectivity [58] together with their associated operators and examples of their

usage.

1.1 Summary of the Work and Contributions

Connected operators [26, 27, 29, 62, 68] in the case of binary images, given a point on the

image, extract a connected region marked by that point. This connected region, referred to

as a connected component, is extracted in its entirety without edge distortions or size/shape

modifications. This property is highly appreciated in many fields of modern science, like

medical imaging, where object/edge modifications are simply not tolerated.

Connected components can be categorized based on several properties, such as size or

shape. Early connected operators were based on reconstruction from markers [36,88]. Mark-

ers were used to specify which connected components were to remain. Later, connected

operators were developed which compute some attribute and preserve or reject components

based on pre-specified criteria. These are referred to as attribute filters [11, 13, 49, 65] and

work by comparing the measure of the component in question against a global threshold

value. This is a commonly used technique for image enhancement, segmentation and object

categorization. In Fig. 1.1 we see an example of vessel enhancement using a shape filter

based on a non-compactness attribute. This is a rotational b-plane CT-angiogram (CTA)

of the arteries of the right half of a human head, courtesy of Philips Research, Hamburg,

Germany.

Vessel enhancement and segmentation is a critical task in medical imaging and there ex-

ists a number of methods for dealing with this problem [15, 18, 20–22, 38, 95–97]. Many of

them however result in object distortion and suffer from low computational efficiency. Mor-

phological attribute filters on the other hand, being shape preserving and rapid in execution,

are a competitive alternative with clear advantages over a wider range of issues. In future

work, a comparative study is aimed, to highlight such issues and demonstrate the potential of

attribute filters in biomedical imaging. It is also possible to improve image enhancement fur-

ther using combinations of attributes within the framework of vector-attribute filters [51,84].

Apart from medical applications, connected filters have been applied to improving im-

age compression [64, 81, 98], in video processing [63, 65], image simplification [42, 75, 76],

content-based image retrieval [82], and color, vector, and multi-spectral image process-
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Figure 1.1: 3-D Shape filtering using 26 connectivity: The two images, starting from the left, illustrate

the isosurface projections of a CTA scan containing an aneurysm and the output of an attribute filter,

configured with standard connectivity, that is based on a non-compactness measure.

ing [19, 24, 75, 76]. Furthermore, connected filters have been shown to possess the desir-

able scale-space properties such as causality and monotonicity of the number of extrema

[2, 3, 30, 34]. This extends into connectivity scale-spaces [6, 8, 74, 83] too.

Though robust enough, attribute filters configured with what we call the standard con-

nectivity have certain limitations which stem from the underlying connectivity itself. The

first part of this work focuses on the problem of discarded structures (failing the filter’s cri-

terion) for which there exists empirical evidence that belong to larger objects that we aim

to preserve. Using the vessels data set as before, this problem is shown in Fig.1.2 where on

the left image one can see the filtered volume and on the right all the rejected objects. Note

that together with the successful removal of all the noise particles, small disconnected vessel

fragments that fail the filter’s criterion are also removed. Both images are shown in X-Ray

rendering mode.

1.1.1 Mask-Based Second-Generation Connectivity

The standard, graph-based definition of connected components forces the filter to reject low

attribute measure structures blindly, i.e., without reference to their context. One way of

including this context on the filter is by looking at the distance separating them from the tar-

geted objects. This yields a certain degree of freedom as to what we can consider connected,

and is modeled by the concept of second-generation connectivity [7, 62, 69]. Operators con-

figured with this type of connectivity can handle object clusters or contractions in the same

edge preserving manner as with standard connectivity. A cluster is essentially a connected

entity made of smaller components separated from each other by at most a distance r. The
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Figure 1.2: Example of missed structures using attribute filters configured with standard connectivity.

On the left is the filtered volume and on the right is the set of rejected structures. Among them there

exist many (vessel fragments) that we wish to preserve despite failing the attribute criterion.

parameter r is typically given by the radius of a structuring element used along with the

connected operator. By contrast, object contractions are regions of connected components

that are of minimum width 2r. Referred to also as stable components [7], these are the in-

variant regions of a connected component to some anti-extensive structural operator. Prior

to this work, these two types of connected entities existed separately both in theory and in

algorithmics, and could only be defined from a heavily constrained set of operators. They

are modeled by what is known as clustering-based and contraction-based connectivities re-

spectively [7]. In this thesis, this is changed by presenting a unified connectivity-operator

framework called ”mask-based second-generation connectivity”. The term ”mask” describes

an image, commonly a replica of the original, modified in any arbitrary way to establish a

path between objects we wish to cluster together or remove thin elongated paths connect-

ing wide object regions that we wish to break apart. Mask images may host both types of

modifications or combinations of the two, leading to an unconstrained way for defining the

connectivity of any given image. One of the important features of this connectivity frame-

work is that the distance r is no longer the only parameter dictating the definition of these

connected entities. Masks can be generated by taking into consideration the orientation or

directionality of structures as well as any other custom criterion.

This theoretical advance is complemented by an efficient algorithm for computing at-

tribute filters on images characterized by this new type of connectivity. It is called the dual

input Max-Tree algorithm (DIMT) [55] and is an extension of the original work of Salem-

bier [65]. It builds a hierarchical image representation based on gray-scale image pairs com-
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Figure 1.3: Example of over-segmentation: (left to right, top to bottom): original image; mask image

obtained by a structural opening with a disc SE of radius 2; area opening using the dual input Max-Tree;

area opening using the conventional Max-Tree (same area threshold).

prising the original and the mask image. In regions where the two images differ the algorithm

evaluates the connectivity based on the local neighborhood properties and assigns pixels to

the appropriate connected components. The algorithm handles both 2D and 3D images and

provides the functionality for a wide range of different attributes to be computed. It is ap-

proximately as efficient as the original Max-Tree and supports any arbitrary mask to be used

along with the original image.

A concurrent implementation is also presented to handle large 3D medical data sets

which come from modern high resolution CT and MRI scanners. The parallelization strategy

followed has been recently introduced for ordinary Max-Trees [93] and involves the concur-

rent generation and filtering of several Max-Trees, one for each thread. The algorithm uses

a Union-Find type of labeling which allows for efficient merging of the trees. Speed-ups are

reported and compared against the performance of concurrent implementations of ordinary

Max-Trees.
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1.1.2 Partition-Induced Connectivity

Operators configured with mask-based second-generation connectivity handle the clustering

issue satisfactory. Examples are given in the first two chapters where mask images are cre-

ated from a variety of operators previously not supported and from classical operators such

as extensive dilations and closings, respectively. The factors influencing the algorithmic per-

formance in the case of clustering with the aid of classical operators (for mask generation)

are investigated in further detail in Chapter 3. Contractions however, remain a problem in

both this new framework as well as in the original.

Defining a contraction requires a mask image that is a subset of, or equal to the original.

In mask-based second-generation connectivity, when talking of contractions [57], this set

ordering needs not to apply on the entirety of the image. In both cases though, foreground

regions of the original image that correspond to the local background in the mask, are treated

as individual points, also known as singletons.

This re-organization of image structures has an implication on increasing attribute fil-

ters which has been investigated in [92]. In brief, an increasing attribute filter relying on

a contraction-based connectivity yields the same result to that of the same filter configured

with standard connectivity and operating on the contracted mask image. This holds for all

cases unless the criterion has been set such that the filter is the identity operator. If that is not

the case, singletons are removed indiscriminately.

In binary image processing this can be desirable and an example is given in [54]. In gray-

scale images though, where fine, bright details are not present in the associated masks, this

causes a severe blurring effect known as over-segmentation. An example is shown in Fig. 1.3

where an area opening is performed on an image of bacteria. Note that in the contractive case

(third image), although the bridging paths are completely removed, allowing for operators to

handle each member of the bacterial colony individually, the filter output is heavily distorted.

One way of countering this issue is by organizing all path-wise connected singletons into

connected components to which meaningful attributes can then be assigned. This can be

modeled by an operator similar to that associated with mask-based second-generation con-

nectivity, only requiring multiple mask images. A pilot study [54] explored some of the

operator properties concluding that it is an algebraic opening thus allowing under certain

conditions to establish a direct link to some form of connectivity [68]. The involvement

of multiple mask images though, was thought to be restrictive and inefficient, for this an

alternative formalism was investigated making use of image partitions. This offers a num-

ber of advantages, notably the direct link between connectivity classes and partitions [72],

the compact expression for both connectivity classes and their associated operators, the in-

dependence of these expressions from the number of masks and the level of generalization

introduced which allows for a number of other connectivities, like the standard and second-

generation connectivity to be derived from this framework by imposing specific constraints.
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This new framework was called partition induced (pi) or π- connectivity [59] and is pre-

sented analytically in Chapter 5.

The organization of singletons into meaningful structures naturally leads to a redistri-

bution of image power which in turn affects texture patterns. To explore the practical im-

plications of this new connectivity scheme, a number of texture-based image classification

experiments were carried out on two diatom image databases [12]. Pattern spectra [41, 67]

computed from granulometries [11, 67, 89] were used as texture descriptors, employing π-

connected operators. It is shown that these operators do not extend to gray-scale [43] trivially

and a brute-force algorithm was devised for the purposes of that work. The results though

obtained from limited experimentation, were conclusive enough as to what are the strengths

and weaknesses of this method and what can be done to improve further the classifier’s per-

formance when using π-connected pattern spectra as feature vectors.

1.1.3 Hyperconnectivity

The first two thematic sections of this thesis deal with generalizations on the notion of

connectivity. Mask-based second-generation and partition-induced connectivities are given

through an interaction of mask images or partition classes with standard connectivity. In the

last section, instead of having spatial modifications on the mask images dictating the form

of connectivity, a new concept is investigated; that of hyperconnectivity introduced by Serra

in [69].

The definition of hyperconnectivity stems from relaxing one of the conditions that de-

scribe a connectivity class. The strict set intersections are replaced with the more flexible

definition of set overlap which is a controllable parameter. The idea has been put forward re-

cently, and Braga-Neto et al. [9] showed that a large number of existing types of connectivity

can be unified under one framework. The same study has also revealed certain weaknesses

that emerge from this generalization which have an impact on the associated operators and

little further development has been reported since. In Chapter 6 a new approach to hypercon-

nectivity is presented aided by a ”base” connectivity. Though not general enough to address

these weaknesses in their entirety, it provides operators that find use in attribute filtering

based on contrast information together with structural characteristics.

Involving the notion of k-flat zones, the filters based on this strategy can reject high

attribute measure structures that are of low contrast by controlling the parameter k (depth of

a cluster of connected components along the intensity range). Similarly, they can preserve

fine details that fail the filter’s criterion if found in a high contrast region which meets the

criterion. Fig.1.4 gives an example of the benefits offered. The data set is a C-arm X-ray

scan of a phantom of a human skull, courtesy of Siemens Medical Systems, Forchheim,

Germany. Regular shape filters fail to enhance the data set properly but the addition of

contrast information allows the successful removal of high attribute structures which rest on
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Figure 1.4: Hyperconnected attribute filtering (left to right): the output volume of a regular filter using

a sparseness criterion and the output of the same filter embedding contrast information in the form of

hyperconnected sets.

the background and are of low contrast.

The filters presented work on hyperconnected sets of maximal extent that are derived

from a base connectivity class. Giving no restrictions on the nature of this base connectivity

class, second-generation and other derivatives of standard connectivity may also be used.

This allows for standard image representation algorithms, like the Max-Tree, to be used for

their efficient computation. The method discussed is given in the form of a filtering rule such

that the contrast parameter k can be changed interactively avoiding the need to recompute

the tree structure of the input image/volume for each new value of k. The attribute threshold

can also be changed interactively by making use of Westenberg’s [90] attribute handling

routines.

Experiments with non-increasing shape filters on a number of 3D medical data sets show

considerable improvements on the quality of image enhancement and practically identical

computational cost when compared to regular filtering.

1.2 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized in five core chapters which are all journal or conference papers

published or submitted for publication. To make each chapter as self contained as possible,

some of the concepts presented are repeated in other chapters too.

In Chapter 2 the notion of connectivity, connected operators and attribute filters is pre-

sented. The notion of second-generation connectivity given through the axiomatic defini-
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tion of clustering based and partitioning based connectivity is then presented followed by a

study on the drawbacks and limitations of the existing formalism. The idea of mask-based

second-generation connectivity, its operators and how they extend to gray-scale follows and

is complemented by the introduction of the dual-input Max-Tree algorithm for which a de-

tailed explanation is given. Experiments to demonstrate the usability of this new framework

conclude this chapter together with a short discussion on our findings.

In Chapter 3, using the DIMT algorithm we experiment on the factors influencing the

quality and performance of shape filters on 3D medical data sets. The work aims at pinpoint-

ing the critical filter parameters and how they influence the filter output. The experiments

refer to the purely clustering case only. Moreover, a new method for computing attributes is

presented which minimizes a problem reported in Chapter 2; that of noise clustering.

Chapter 4, presents a concurrent implementation of the DIMT algorithm that is based

on the parallelizing strategy followed for regular Max-Trees. The challenging part of this

work is in the merging process of the individual tree structures that emerge from each thread.

Clusters and contractions co-existing on 3D volume sets are brought together in an innovative

way which is described in detail.

The fifth chapter, moves on to the notion of π−connectivity. It starts off with an in-

troduction on the basic connectivity concepts and gives some brief background theory on

granulometries and pattern spectra. Based on the work of Serra on image partitions, the

concept of π−connectivity and its associated operators are then presented together with a

small section giving reasoning why such operators cannot extend to gray-scale trivially. To

evaluate their performance in practical applications, the operators are used to define a type of

pattern spectrum-like structure which is used in a texture-based image classification problem.

Due to the limitations discussed in gray-scale extensions we devise a brute-force algorithm

for computing this structure, which though not very efficient bypasses these limitations. Us-

ing two diatom image data bases and the C4.5 decision tree classifier, we revisit the problem

of diatom classification, subject of the ADIAC [12] project, and draw our conclusions on the

performance reported.

Chapter 6 deals with the concept of hyperconnectivity based on k-flat zones. The in-

troduction clarifies the differences between k- and λ-flat zones with the aid of an example.

After a short briefing on connectivity concepts, the notion of hyperconnectivity and covers

is presented. Covers which are similar to image partitions, only allowing for set overlap, if

made up of sets of k-flat zones lead to an explicit formalization of hyperconnectivity whose

associate operators can capture contrast information. A hyperconnected attribute filter of

such kind is introduced relying on a base connectivity class. Implementing such filters in the

form of a filtering rule is the next topic discussed, and a pseudo code is given. Experiments

on 3D medical data sets and a discussion of our findings conclude the chapter.

The thesis concludes with a summary of this work and all the findings, followed by the

bibliographical listing.






